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Hurricane Irma Takes Over Disney World
The Force is Strong With This Storm

Vancouver, 17.02.2018, 01:33 Time

USPA NEWS - It's safe to say that Hurricane Irma brought extreme devastation with it, as it breached the East coast, delivering
damage to both the Orlando area, as well as the major theme parks, including Disney World.

After experiencing horrific damage caused by the battering winds, flooding and rain that Hurricane Irma brought with it on Sunday,
Disney World was forced to close their gates to the masses, taking the highest safety priority into their hands.

Thankfully, the aftermath wasn´t nearly as bad as it could have been, as thousands of residents are still reporting power outages
throughout the region. Aside from damage done to many of the parks natural wildlife, signs and free-standing objects, the main
concern became the park transformers, which ended up exploding during the massive storm.

While theme park regulators were forced to close their doors to the public, the park quickly reopened its gates as soon as possible,
allowing tourists to enjoy their final vacation days. In addition, Disney, offered extended dates to those affected by the storm, and park
closure, that gave guests an extension on their multiple-pass days. Either way, at least Disney didn't experience the devastation that
many other areas incurred, due to this horrific storm.

Watch the video here:

http://bit.ly/2C5ONcA

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-12829/hurricane-irma-takes-over-disney-world.html
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